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COVID-19, a WHO Coup to Manipulate You:
Painting an Alternative Future
Voices are proclaiming, “the cure”, world lockdown, is worse than the disease,
“COVID-19”. The “cure” is in the hands of the world’s corrupt leaders, puppets of the
NGO’s, the elite secret Club of Rome and the United Nations. Together they have shut
down societies and economies of the world, to “save” the world, from their deliberately
released virus. The elite are using their own Coronavirus as a carrier to a New World
Order. They have gagged the world’s population by putting them under house arrest.
What is more terrifying, the people
are buying the lie.
‘The true genius in advertising is to sell
you the solution and the problem’
George Orwell Socialist-Fabián member,
author 1984,

The Truth is, the United Nations is
trying to fast track the nations to the New World Order; COVID-19 deaths are but
collateral damage, a means to an end. We the People have been commanded on threat
of jail time, to stay indoors and not congregate. Leaving the elite run UN with no
opposition, as groups of people cannot gather to protest.
The United Nations Secretary General Antonio
Manuel de Oliveira Guterres (left), gesturing in typical
insider Freemason symbolism, was previously
President of Socialist International, stated ‘The pandemic could create an opportunity to rebuild the
global economy along more sustainable goals (the
tyrannical UN’s Agenda 21/2030).’

His words make sense of all we are experiencing by bully-boy governments. If the
people do not say “no” the restrictions will get worse; the West is in for hard times
ahead if we do not push back now. The current public oppression is an elite coup!
Think of the contrast between the elite and the plebeians in the Hunger Games series,
(minus the tributes) and you’ll get the idea.
‘By the skilful and sustained use of propaganda, one can make a people see even
heaven as hell or an extremely wretched life as paradise.’
Adolf Hitler

The Globalists work in twenty-year planning phases. 2001 the world’s people
irreversibly lost privacy and freedoms of travel with the planned and choreographed
destruction of the Twin Towers and Building Seven in New York, USA. A generation
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later, those who were children are now voters knowing nothing else; to them this is
freedom, this is capitalism and free market. However, nothing could be further from
the truth.
Twenty years after 9/11, the Elitevirus, aka Coronavirus, with careful media hype has
proved a persuasive control-tool to influence thought. In reality, this virus is just the
same as any virulent flu of the past with the same death rate as any flu; difference is
this one is composed and conducted by the UN owned WHO.
The WHO is vying to be the globalised medical governing body
to centralise the trauma. Director of the WHO is the corrupt
Ethiopian Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus (right), posing in
typical insider Freemason symbolism. While Minster of
Ethiopian health, he withheld aid from children in poverty,
allegedly oversaw secret infertility goals in communities and
was responsible for the death of his own citizens. He is
responsible for population displacement, land theft,
disappearance of people and the holding back of food and aid to targets communities.
He held no credentials for the position and went on to be the Foreign Minister of
Ethiopia. Tedros was an active member of the Tigrey People’s Liberation Front, a
communist revolutionary party that still today remains a registered terrorist
group…And we are asked to trust in him!!!
So, how did Tedros go from murdering Terrorist to the Director of WHO? Easy! Bill
Gates who has the same philosophic worldview nominated him. Together they
conspired dodgy business transactions under the guise of humanitarian WHO work.
Bill Gates is the elite who created “death pathways” that have been rolled out in the
West and Europe. Individuals deemed not worthy of the
medical expense to cure, are put in palliative care to die.
The death certificates can be signed by a doctor who does
not know the deceased, but who gets paid well for his/her
signature. The death certificate can state the cause of
death as: “old age” with no autopsy, making this pathway
totally open to corruption and murder. Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation partner with governments all over the
world. They are the face of the fascists who run the world behind the scenes.
‘let’s look at each of these and see how we can get this down to zero. Probably one of
these numbers is going to have to get pretty well down to zero…Let’s take a look first we
have population. The world today has 6.8 billion people; that’s heading up to 9 billion.
Now if we do a really great job on new vaccines, healthcare, reproduction health
services, we could lower that by perhaps 10 to 15%...’
Bill Gates, TED Talk, 2010
‘First of all, infertility. That’s the only reason in my opinion and our great friend Dr
Sherri Tenpenny, one of the world’s leading experts on this issue; we all believe the only
reason for this [vaccination] is to cause infertility.
That was their agenda in population control and population reduction. They want to
make sure we do not have children any longer and they want to make sure we don’t live
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long enough to collect social security…Rick Perry…he is one of the Biggest mass murders
out there; Bill Gates is really a good one; but Rick Perry who told everyone it’s the law
that they have to vaccinate their children, their daughters…HPV.
First of all, it was never a law…but all these hundreds of thousands
of girls who gathered will be…probably infertile, but 90%, they will have cancer along
the way…We have girls who dropped with the needle still in them. We have thousands
of girls who died from it, we have thousands of girls who have permanent neurological
conditions and disease from the HPV vaccine…’
Dr Leonard Coldwell, NMD, PhD, CNHP, cancer and stress related illnesses expert and a
leading health, motivation and success research, questioned on HPV vaccines

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is banned in Pakistan and India, after 48,000
children became paralysed allegedly
after their polio sips and experimental
vaccines.
Kenya in 2015, cried foul after an
antifertility substance (HCG) was found
in the tetanus shots given to 25,000 girls
and women from 14 to 49 years of age.
These vaccines were funded by the UN and Gates Foundation and allowed by the
corrupt or naive government.
‘Club of Rome initiated Global 2000 (PDF*). The report calls for the culling of the
world’s population by the year 2050.
• AIDs killed 35 million mainly in Africa, leaving 36.7 million HIV positive, falsely
blamed on monkeys.
•

The Black Plague of the 20th Century, killed hundreds of American Navajo Indians on
reservations, falsely blamed of mouse faeces.

•

The Vibro 19 Cholera Virus reported to have killed millions in India during the 20 th
Century

These are three examples of man-made depopulating diseases created in laboratories
and administered through vaccines distributed through UN’s World Health Organisation
(WHO). More bio-weapons are being designed in laboratories today, and typically the world
has been given prior notice via WHO, Bill Gates, Media and Hollywood pandemic movies. If
the people of the earth do not complain, their compliance is accepted as consent to genocide.’
Antoinette James, We Are Revolting 2019, Page 152
‘The Global 2000 discussions that we had, the real problem they have, as
Kissinger says, is that there are just too many people on the planet. The
summary of Global 2000 report…it makes sense to get rid of people. Like what
they said they are going to make God-like decisions on who lives and who dies.’
‘Today they say that biologicals are a lot cheaper.’
George Green, Former Investment Banker and Insider
‘Disease X is the code name for an unknown pathogen which may cause
disease and potentially an epidemic in future. It was added to the list of
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Blueprint priority diseases as a “known unknown” by the World health
organisation (WHO) in 2018…’
Wikipedia
‘At present the population of the world is increasing at about 58,000 per diem.
War, so far, has had no very great effect on this increase, which continued
throughout each of the world wars. War has hitherto been disappointing in this
respect, but perhaps bacteriological war may prove effective. If the black death
could spread throughout the world once in a generation, affairs might be
unpleasant, but what of it?
Lord Bertrand Russell, The Impact of Science On Society- Routledge Press New
York 1951
‘It is terrible to have to say this. World population must be stabilized and to do
that we must eliminate 350,000 people per day.’
Jacques Cousteau, UNESCO Courier, November 1991

Bill Gates was a close friend with Jeffrey Epstein, entering into alleged money
laundering business scams. On
public exposure of the deeply
entrenched paedophile racket of
Epstein and his infamous ‘Orgy
Island” where he entertained the
elite, Gates made this statement, –
Quote ‘I did not have any business
relationship or friendship with
him.’
But Bill Gates was busted for his
lying, when a host of deals and his visits to the Epstein mansion were exposed.
The Gates name is also synonymous Margaret Sanger’s
(1879-1966), abortion clinics and forced sterilization
clinics as part of the elite eugenics i.e. depopulation of
undesirables. He is the voice of the elite run UN, WHO
and UNESCO
‘We

should hire three or four coloured ministers,
preferably with social-service backgrounds, and
with engaging personalities. The most successful educational approach to the
Negro is through a religious appeal. We don’t want the word to go out
that we want to exterminate the Negro population. And the minister is
the man who can straighten out that idea if it ever occurs to any of their more
rebellious members.’
Margaret Sanger’s December 19, 1939 letter to Dr. Clarence Gamble,
255 Adams Street, Milton, Massachusetts. Original source: Sophia Smith
Collection, Smith College, North Hampton, Massachusetts. Also described in
Linda Gordon’s Woman’s Body, Woman’s Right: A Social History of Birth Control
in America. New York: Grossman Publishers, 1976 (PDF*).
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In the 21st Century, Black Americans are the only demographic to be shrinking
in number. An unborn black baby has only a 50% chance of making it out of the
womb alive. Once born, if that baby is a boy it has approximately 40% chance of
autism from vaccines. This is genocide by the elite covert tactics who we trust to
direct the world!!!
‘Our failure to segregate morons who are increasing and multiplying…
demonstrates our foolhardy and extravagant sentimentalism…
“[Philanthropists] encourage the healthier and more normal sections of the
world to shoulder the burden of unthinking and indiscriminate fecundity of
others; which brings with it, as I think the reader must agree, a dead weight of
human waste.
“Instead of decreasing and aiming to eliminate the stocks that are most
detrimental to the future of the race and the world, it tends to render them to a
menacing degree dominant…
“We are paying for, and even submitting to, the dictates of an ever-increasing,
unceasingly spawning class of human beings who never should have been born
at all.’
Margaret Sanger. The Pivot of Civilization, 1922, P. 116, 122 & 189. Swarthmore
College Library edition.

Red Flags
There are many coincidences/indicators known as red flags surrounding this
pandemic of 2020, suggesting the UN, the elite and our leaders knew this carefully
timed Coronavirus would be the “one to puff-up” out of all proportions. One significant
event that scientists around the world recorded, was an unprecedented acceleration in
pollution leading up to the release of the virus. This red flag caused an increase in
respiratory problems in cities, compromising people’s immune system, making them
sitting ducks should they contract the Coronavirus.
Seven of the many Red Flags:1) The Chinese Virus was released in Wuhan at a large social gathering in
November 2019, leading up to the Chinese New Year, when there is a lot of
internal movement in the country!
2) The outbreak was initially hushed by Chinese officials, evidence destroyed, and
the whistle-blower doctor permanently silenced by death!
3) A novel was written several years before titled Eyes of Darkness, about a deadly
virus released from a laboratory in Wuhan China!
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4) Netflix of which Michelle and Barack Obama are numbered as producers,
published a series called Pandemic due for release in 2020, to coincide with the
Wuhan Coronavirus!
5) The usual suspects are always circling! The globalist elites have been on an allout campaign to have the populous uprising of the people quelled. First Brexit,
then with the Trump presidency, followed by the French Yellow Vests, causing
a domino effect to the political right and away from Socialism throughout
Europe. This the elites knew they could not turn politically. A world pandemic
standstill could do it.
6) Hollywood and sports are tools used by the elite to contain thought and distract
from the truth with the show. Many celebrities stopped studio appearances, and
many are announcing they have the virus to whip the public into a frenzy!
7) A giveaway red-flag to support the notion this Corona virus was deliberately
released is typically immediately before a False-flag event (Wuhan release of
the virus) an elite personality observed in some type of signal. Two examples in
recent history are while Notre Dame burnt Michelle Obama was on the boat
cruise on the Seine; The silver necklace she wore said “BURNING”. John
Podesta visited NZ a few days before the Christchurch NZ, Mosque shooting
talking about terrorism. For the Coronavirus, EVENT 201 took place.
The elite, well before the release of the virus, were doing the preparations to gain
control in a pandemic. The United Nations Foundation, WHO, World Economic
Forum, John Hopkins Centre for health and Security, NBC and Centre for Disease
Control, led by the infamous Bill Gates, ran EVENT 201 in New York, in October 2019.
They did not convene to discussed how to prevent pandemics, contain pandemics or
even manage pandemics. Their schedules were about global Trade, global Finances
and global elite monopoly of communication. Refer to this Red Flag by visiting https://antoinettejamesart.wordpress.com/2020/03/22/who-coup-an-art-form/

These EVENT 201 forums can be viewed on YouTube.
Anthony C. Sutton was a British and American economist, historian, researcher,
professor, and writer who died in 2002. The following is a quote from one of his
speeches. When Sutton says Washington, think your government.
quote – ‘We live in a socialist society and suppression of information is typical in such
societies. To eliminate freedom, one must first eliminate widespread knowledge of the truth…
There are three levels of information.
The first level we could call the establishment version. It’s what most people have believed
in the past to be true about events in history. The…credibility of the establishment has been
shattered, people in general, no longer believe Washington, or anything that comes out of
Washington. So, this first level is what the government or establishment wants you to know.
Only coincidentally is it the truth. The criteria they use are two…One, they say ‘what do we
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want them to know?’ and secondly, they say ‘is it consistent with what we told them last
time?’ And sometimes they slip up and the statements become inoperable.
Then we have the second level of information, sometimes called the revisionist level. It
challenges the first level, but it’s still based on documents and information released by the
bureaucrats and politicians…It does not get to the root of the problem… because it relies
mainly on facts which they decide can be released.
Then you get the third level…it is based on new documented evidence that has to be rooted
out on a research point of view. You have to know where to look. You have to know about its
existence. You have to demand it. You have to get it declassified.’

End Game
The end game is a reset of traditions, customs and life to conform to the United Nations
New World Order/Agenda 2030, sustainable goals. Refer to Rosa Koire book ‘Behind
the Green Mask’ for full exposure of the real agenda.
The elites, over the past thirty years or so have created and released AIDs and Ebola,
both devastating African countries, all of which have been unmasked; so they were not
willing to pull other False-flags like those again, instead they were looking for a “softkill” approach; enter flues such as the Bird Flu, the Swine flu and others.
The year 2020, was chosen for an unparalleled international emergency, COVID-19. It
got all the propulsion it needed from WHO, controlled by Bill Gates (a man dedicated
to depopulation of the earth’s humans), funded by Elites. The elite, it would appear are
embezzling money, laundering it through PEPFAR, US State Department, an
organization called The Global Fund and the United Nations in a weave of transactions
that they refuse to have audited. The virus was further propelled via unrelenting
broadcasting by elite owned media; to be run locally by corrupt globalist socialist
governments commissioned to play the people.
Italy is used as an example of how the spread needs to be stopped but should be an example of socialist
stupidity – The Italian conservatives said shut the borders, do not allow the Chinese tourists into the
country. But the Globalist left government said that was “racist”. They welcomed the tourists from
Wuhan, China and started a campaign to ‘hug a Chinese person’. The liberals did and then this year’s
flu called the Coronavirus spread at break-neck speed to the globalist’s delight!

The people of the West and Europe have fallen victim to unprecedented draconian
shut-down tactics, that have no grounding in medical
science. However, not all governments are going to risk
destroying their economies. Brazil’s President Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador and Mexico’s President Bolsonaro
both say they will not be part of this UN scam and have
continued with life as usual. So, a backlash of vilifying has
been hard and fast to convince government-trustingWesterners that there is nothing to see here. Strike hard
is a Fabián/socialist idiom.
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Corrupt governments are placing fear upon their citizens, that this Coronavirus is
deadly, when in fact it is just another flu virus given a massive marketing boost. Yes, it
is serious if an individual has an underlying condition. That person should isolate
themselves as they would do during any flu season. As for the rest of the people, it
should be life as usual. To put the whole country into house arrest is the quickest way
to tank the economy, cause high unemployment and depression, moving inevitably to
a massive rise in crime by desperate people.

Elite Regulations for All to Obey
Below are the main rules extrapolated that have been rolled out across the world to
cause catastrophic harm to everything, except the eco-system in line with the UN
sustainable goals; ‘think globally, act locally we are told.

REGULATION ONE - Stay at Home (for weeks that could extend to months)
UN/GLOBALIST DESIRED OUTCOMES - COVERT EUTHANSIA (as a part of the UN
global depopulation agenda).
Through lack of exercise, poor diet, limited exposure to the sun for vitamin D, no
socialisation, isolating singles, death rates will increase with elderly death rates
soaring. Suicide in many countries are already at alarming rates, mainly due to social
isolation of various kinds. Many deaths are desired to make this worthwhile.
While many are dying and the fearful living cower in their homes, scientists have been
organised to carry out carbon emission experiments.
The elites of Silicon Valley are using confined people as guinea-pigs – gathering data
through internet use. Monitoring how people are coping in isolation. Typically those
with little to keep themselves occupied, attack neighbours for virus-spreadingaggressions or entertain others with virus-funnies on social media.
REGULATION TWO -Social Distancing– (Government insist on 2 metres apart)
UN/GLOBALIST DESIRED OUTCOMES – Complete shutdown of gatherings.
This gives the UN time to inform corrupt government on how to restructure to
globalism while deconstructing life. This way there can be no protests, thus weaken
the people psychologically. Many are calling this False flag a globalist psy-op.
Governments will continue to keep their citizens in isolation (to contain spread of the
virus, you understand) until their plans for forward movement towards globalised
Agenda 2030 are watertight. The media’s job is to keep the situation in flux by
continually generating fake news fuelling fresh waves of fear and panic keeping people
in their homes. The media and government announcements use neurolinguistic
programming (NLP) and crisis actors, to manipulate the people to focus on their leader
as saviour.
Some countries, like New Zealand, have been shut down for a minimum period of one
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month, even though only a hundred cases, many showing no symptoms, had been
discovered (the dodgy testing equipment gives up to 80% false positives).
The New Zealand government approach of killing a mosquito with a sledgehammer
will work a treat on their cowered and compliant citizens! If the people acquiesce to
the destroying of their economy by their government in stazi-like manner, they’ll be
putty in their hands moving forward for the next false-flag.
Social distancing is the number one cause of suicide in the Western and European
world, so this is the perfect storm to cull the “weak”.
Another objective is to weaken family ties. Many elderlies are now left in Rest Homes
with no visitors, causing anxiety. Anxiety and loneliness deplete an individual’s
immune system, facilitating a faster demise by making them more susceptible to any
underlying medical condition or disease.
Isolation is known to be a prime condition for
failing health of the elderly.
Those over 65 years, are the bulk of the fast
inverting pyramid (left). With most First
World countries using a pension scheme, the
globalists are aware the next few decades are
going to cost them dearly. How much money
a person makes in the 21st century is the
determiner of that person’s worth. No longer
are we individuals with a God given right to
enjoy life as we see fit.
‘The social experiment in China under Chairman Mao's leadership is one of the
most important and successful in human history.’
Ted Turner, Club of Rome member, New York Times 1973

Socialism, such as Communism,
Fascism and NAZI National Socialism
all usurp God by putting the State in
His place. The elite run UN are
behind these isms; they are the same
and have always been so.
Writings by elite go back to Greek and
Roman times; they too were
convinced that the rabble were useless
eaters.
They
too
feared
overpopulation, using eugenics to deplete the world of undesirables.
Girls have been socially engineered out of motherhood since the 1960’s. Baby dolls,
dolls houses and play tea sets were taken out of many toy stores to redirect ambition.
The engineering was further supported with the introduction of The Pill and success
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was
measured
in
plummeting birth rates.
Girls were pulled out of
dance studios and put alongside
boys on the sports field and
schooled to enter the workforce as
a “productive” member of society.
Childcare facilities burgeoned as children were left in care outside of the values of the
family. There is nothing wrong with sports and careers for girls; the problem is, many
want to be mothers, but have been socially engineered into life outside the home.
The post WWII “Baby boomer” bulge are
now in their 70s and seen as a burden on the
family and on society. With most
individuals under 40 buying into this antiGod notion, the elderly are a very vulnerable
group for manipulation in the 21st Century.
Parallel to this, the medium age of the West
is 40, leaving very few to carry the financial burden, the elite have created, over the
next few decades. Since every man, woman and child has a price on their heads, they
are now a money-making machine, rather than a vital member of a family.
‘The moment we face it frankly we are driven to the conclusion that the community has a
right to put a price on the right to live in it…If people are fit to live, let them live under decent
human conditions. If they are not fit to live, kill them in a decent humane way.’
George Bernard Shaw

The Coronavirus is doing its worse in countries that have large elderly populations.
The elderly are dying; in any other time, this would be called murder; the elites call it
soft euthanasia.
It is the elderly with the virus who are being
denied hospitalisation in countries like Italy,
Spain and France; all to reduce the financial
debt on society. In these countries,
retirement homes have been abandoned
leaving dying and dead elderly residence in
bed alone - euthanasia by abandonment.
Entire wings of hospitals, and indeed whole hospitals are being closed for Disinfecting.
A deliberate move to claim an overburdened medical service.
Doctors are sent home to self-isolate having been told that they too are infected, even
though they show no symptoms. Again, this is specifically aimed to overburden the
medical system. Proper protective clothing such as gloves and masks are suddenly in
short supply and are being denied to the medical teams working with virus patients,
12
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making the medical staff timid.
This Social distancing regulation is also designed to cause small businesses to collapse.
The globalists have been systematically knocking off small businesses since WWII with
higher taxes, amalgamations to undercut the small man.
The guinea pigs, aka the isolated public, are also being monitored on how well they
can work from home without colleagues for support and brainstorming. Only the best
performing “workers” that can cope with isolation, remain motivated and productive,
will of course retain their job at the end of this. As the
globalists push for work from home lifestyles, populations
will polarise. This will be worse in Europe, where
immigration has made ghettos and no-go-zones, making it
easier to bring in the Universal Income. Once the elite herd
countries into further chaos, by Hegelian dialectic of thesis
and antithesis to produces an elite desired synthesis, people
will be forced into Universal Income for order.
And, of course the corrupt
governments are urging the public to only get information
from official sources. This keeps everyone on the same false
page, in the same echo chamber of paralysing fear. Just like
Plato’s Cave metaphor, the public, the uninformed, believe
the “show” presented by the media, and become the
misinformed.
In Italy those who get the flu in any given year is five million - 9% of the population.
Historically, 10-25,000 die annually without a comment from the media. 6,500
Italians have died in this “pandemic”. Italian authorities state that no one has died of
the Coronavirus, they have died of their underlying medical problem, rather dying with
the disease.
Check the facts from WHO data –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnXzGB170GI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR
2RGCrYpvn1NjSCSPnNRisqy3l-yKsUwPFybkME6a42i5L2tqFbWQ9aVss
REGULATION THREE - WORK FROM HOME (online)
UN/GLOBALIST DESIRED OUTCOMES
The globalists want to assess whether current business models and commercial
infrastructure can be sustained at home and test that the internet is carrying the
burden. The internet has passed the test as it has not collapsed, showing the elite were
well organised ahead of time.
Since ALL internet transactions are collected by 5 EYES, established post WWII and
governments (secured in the aftermath of 9/11) ALL people will be forced to
completely interact electronically.
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5G was rushed through the
West with no public health
standards, to ensure the
Post Coronavirus New
World Order (or as close as
the public will allow,
tolerate) will be able to
survive and be built upon.
Another objective of
this regulation is to halt
the use of private
transport. Part of the
United Nations Agenda
21/2030 is to halt all
private ownership of
vehicles in the West and
Europe. Already in
many countries, a buyer no longer gets ownership
papers of the vehicle purchased, only registration
papers, meaning they have been afforded the
privilege by their government to travel (privileges can be withdrawn by the privilege
giver). Legally, the individual does not own their vehicle now. With a few more tweaks
private vehicles will be taken off the road. Have you noticed all the bicycle lanes being
erected along motorway corridors though the public has not asked for them, nor do
they want to cycle?
Getting people out of their cars, we have
been told by the UN is to stop Global
warming, even though the earth is
moving into a cold phrase called
Maunder Minimum. This Maunder
minimum/Solar minimum is a cycle that
the earth has moved through for
millennia. The elites do not want We the
People to know this until they have
reduced our freedoms and standard of
living while sucking workers dry through
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carbon tax. Maunder Minimum is a time of extreme weather events caused by a sun
that is going to its dormant phase, not by human activity.
‘It doesn’t matter what is true. It only matters what people think is
true.’
Paul Watson, Co-Founder of Greenpeace

REGULATION FOUR - NO CASH – use of digital modes of payment
UN/GLOBALIST DESIRED OUTCOMES
A cashless society has been a long time in the making. Over the last 30 years or so,
financial transactions have slowly gone from money (even in wages) to cards, to
internet to phone and now chips. Chip parties are all the rage
in Europe, UK and US, complete with a T shirt saying, ‘I got
chipped’. Assurance is being given that the individual will not
be tracked. GPS ability and electronic transactions can be
logged and followed by phone and electronic history, so the
individual is being tracked.
The elite do not want the public to trade with money as the elite make a lot of money
selling a private individual’s electronic purchases history and movements to a third
party. Individuals are forced to give consent when they register for any of the types of
electronic transaction cards or app, as a requirement to be granted the service. The
elderly and children are not to be missed out as GPS chips are available to them; sold
on fear of them going missing.
Electronic transactions mean 24/7 surveillance of all an
individual’s purchases, matched to the real time by GPS
through their smart phone and Smart meters in their
homes. Electricity providers make more money from the
3rd party than they do from the consumer of the energy.
Once all transactions are traced, the authorities will start
to dictate where an individual can shop, what they can purchase and how much of an
item they can buy. (remember they know all your movements, so they know what you
require; it does not matter to them what you want). China is a perfect example of this.
We the People have been here in history and will be again if we do not say “no”.
If, We the People say nothing, under the law, we consent. The Law of God, the
inalienable rights of the individual to get about business unheeded, is what the West’s
constitutions sit upon. God’s law is slowly
being eroded in favour of the Law of the
Sea, International Law. International law
is United Nations Law, Vatican Law. The
Pope’s triple crown is a crown of
ownership.
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• ‘The first, or bottom crown was created in 1302 and signifies temporal
power - The Father of Nations and Kings, or Crown of Crown Land.
• The second, or middle crown was created in 1481 with Papal Bull
Aeterni Regis by Pope Sixtus VI, meaning eternal crown. It rules over the
spiritual and temporal - The Supreme Governor of the World on Earth. As
a Crown Trust it allowed Catholic owned monarchies and Knights to go
forth and conquer, while keeping the Popes hands blood-free.
This crown represents the second cestui Que Vie trust, the trust a child is put into on the
signing of the birth certificate. At this time a token crown, The Crown Aragon, was created
to be awarded as a prize for the most compliant throne. Spain was awarded it in 1604,
England in 1605 for the success of the creation of the Union of Crowns, known as the
Commonwealth. Spain was re-awarded in in 1975 when the Spanish monarchy was allowed
back into the country after Franco’s death.
•

The third, top crown, the spiritual crown of the Ecclesiastical See was created in 1537
by Pope Paul III, proclaiming the Pope as - The Infallible Vicar of Christ.
This crown was secretly given to England as they had successfully been “reaping” souls for
the Vatican. When the Venetian Jesuit Rothschild owned, City of London Bankers
deliberately bankrupted England in 1816, The Crown was given to the Jesuit Masonic Temple
Bar as keepers. The Temple Bar became known as the Crown Bar, or The Crown. It is the
City of London that now “reaps souls”. This is intricately connected to the courts of law.’
Antoinette James, We Are Revolting 2019, Page 509

Catholic, European countries and Islamic countries have limited freedoms, Protestant
Christian Countries, the West have freedom for all. Whether an individual is Moslem,
Catholic, Hindu, Buddhist, whatever, all are treated equally and allowed freedom of
association and religion. It is this freedom the UN globalist’s want to shut down. They
are after world-wide control.
Another outcome of a moneyless society is that it crushes informal economies of which
makes up to 50% of trade for countries like Rumania and rural
communities. Informal economies = no taxes; that, socialist elite and
socialist governments will not tolerate. In socialism you are not an
individual with rights, you are part of the whole. The collective is
deemed of greater importance than the individual. You, in short are a
worker for the State. This is why the beehive is an important model to socialists.
‘The goal of socialism is communism’
Vladimir Lenin

Exclusively electronic transaction economies decimate small businesses leaving only
the large corporations run by the elite. They also own many “Charity” organisations,
in partnership with governments. They are known as NGO’s (Non-Government
organisations). The United Nations predetermined decades ago, this union of private
and public; today it is well established. The problem is, the public does not vote the
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NGO’s into power. For that matter nor do
they vote UN resolutions to supersede their
own constitution and laws. We already live in
a fascist State in the West. Democracy is just
a show to keep the people from rising up.
The United Nations, the EU, and the U.S. are
moving with many governments to make
vaccinations mandatory for every man, woman and child. The pharmaceutical
industry is the big winner in this
“pandemic”. At present they have
10 vaccines on their list. If an
individual does not want to have a
“depopulation” vaccine, they will
not be able to work, travel, gain
insurance,
driver’s
licence,
admission into hospital or trade in
the marketplace. Everything will
be controlled from the cradle to the
grave. Vaccines will be tainted with
disease and aborted baby parts
(already verified), ensuring death
comes at the end of the individuals
working life; a State controlled
lifespan. Remember, the State
takes the place of God in Socialism.
Unvaccinated
Doctors
in
Germany and other EU countries
have been told by their Ministry
of Health to be vaccinated by
2023 or lose your job.
REGULATION FIVE – CLOSED STORES – Leave home for essentials only.
UN/GLOBALISTS DESIRED OUTCOMES –
The UN wants all citizens of the world to live
as peasants (their words!). The best way to
do this is to reduce consumption of the rich
countries by depopulating them and
restricting their use of resources. We are
told that this will relieving the “burden” on
the planet due to the overpopulation; a
myth swallowed by the last twenty years of schooled students under the United Nation
Bill Gates funded, Common Core Curriculum in ALL schools in Europe and the West.
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A curriculum that has emphasis on Global citizenship,
no private ownership and earth worship.
In 2018 the world population was estimated to be
7.3 billion and expected to continue to rise and then
plateau. Often such figures are accompanied by photos
of crowds shoulder to shoulder as if a real time reality;
yet calculations prove that the world’s populations can
fit into the State of Texas, with each person having a
small home and back yard.
‘Some like to say the entire population of the world
could fit into one city. Take a place like London for
example. Imagine ten humans can fit into a square
metre. Which is possible, just very cozy.
With London being over 1.5 billion square metres in size, that means you could
fit about 15 billion people in London alone, using these numbers; they just
wouldn’t be able to do anything or have any space. Now obviously that’s a bit
ridiculous and would never actually happen. But it does show how big this
planet is.
It seems though, the question of land isn’t really the problem, neither necessarily
is food and water...’
Benjamin Zand, Reporter, BBC News Report 2015

The United Nations top leadership sits on
the philosophical foundation of Pantheism
– the worship of nature. The UN follows
the Theosophical writings of the occultist
Alice Bailey. The United Nations has a
Lucis Trust Library founded by Alice and
Foster Bailey (was Lucifer Publishing, but
was changed to be less obvious) Lucis and
Lucifer means light, and lucifer is the lightbearer, the one they openly worship. Once this fact is known, it makes for no surprises
why the UN has given rocks and rivers the same status as human beings. In fact, the
depopulation to save the planet sits on their Pantheistic belief.
If you are a Christian, you won’t be, if you are an atheist, you won’t be. It will be as the
Dark Ages, conform to the One World Religion, or die.
This is why Bible believing Protestant Christians are documented as domestic
terrorists by the Vatican and the UN. This is why many Christians within Catholicism
are leaving. The Bible calls for good stewardship of the planet, however, it also tells us
that the planet is here for us. Pantheism declares mankind, a cancer on the earth (the
elites are exempt of course). For a clear and fuller explanation read We Are Revolting
2019 publication, purchase AMAZON.
United Nations writers of the conventions and treaties are very careful with the
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vocabulary they use. The 1992 Earth
summit where all the elite and the UN
occultist Maurice Strong (founder of
UNESCO) attended, called for the
people of the earth to live as peasants.
This would mean the super-rich elite,
no middle class, just peasants. But
enough peasants to do the menial
tasks to make the planet comfortable
for the elites. Human no-go-zones
were introduced in the 1990’s and
then retracted such was the human
outcry. (above- green is human area only, red, yellow out of bounds, pink – Indian
Reservations, brown and grey - special statuses). It takes all our voices to force the
scared governments to stand-down. The North American no-go-human-zones can still
be found published online.
However, the immediate objective is, through the shutting of all but essential
businesses, small businesses will go under. This will have a knock-on effect for
manufacturing factories, forcing them to close leading to the nationalising of key
industries. Those key industries will join the NGO’s that pull the strings and bribe
government in spite of the voters as
is happening with the lobbying
system in the EU.
Companies that have already gone
bankrupt, according to plan, are
many airlines (that will help the
elite prevent the public air travel)
to “save the planet”.
The vast tourism industry that employs millions worldwide will be another economy
to crash. Many countries rely of tourism like New Zealand and Thailand. Many third
world nations rely on tourism to sell their cottage industries. Tourism does not fit with
the UN sustainable goals written in their documents; neither does fishing, horse
riding, water sports, farming and skiing. They all have to go to save the planet! So, get
with the elite’s plan plebs…or stand up and say “enough!”
Car manufacturing factories are closing down, never to reopen. This will make way for
electric cars, that do not allow occupants to travel great distances.
In January 2020 in America, 219 CEOs of large businesses resigned. What do they
know that We the People are yet to comprehend? I suggest a restructuring of
businesses in accordance to the United Nations Sustainability goals and a crashed
economy.
Remember if the globalists take America down, the whole shooting match goes with it.
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Whatever you think about the current American administration, you’d better be
praying it stands for the People and against globalisation. 1.2 Trillion Coronavirus
relief package has been announced by the U.S. administration. If the American
economy can remain stable, the rest of the West will too, in spite of the elite’s attempts
to collapse it.
The elite Globalists use Hollywood and Sports filled with dim-witted demi-gods as
their private tool, a stick if you will. This stick is in the form of entertainment herding
the public thought to a hivemind group think. Sports star idols get millions of viewers
sitting in front of their TVs, yelling and screaming over a ball, keeping them from the
meatier things of adulthood. However, keeping the public distracted is worth every
cent of the millions of taxpayer dollars go to propping up sports.
Now they are taking a 50% drop in salary. With the Coronavirus farrowing the
population and economic ground, their job is less important. Many sports companies
are going under and many sports stars will soon be made redundant. The top clubs will
continue to excite the dumbed down compliant masses; just like the people who are
losing it online venting about those they see who are not complying with the lock down.
Good old fashion peer pressure and dependency that generations of schooled students
are well intrenched in.
Nearly 200 Hollywood stars seem to have contracted the virus (truly a miracle!).
Statistically speaking, the percentage is way higher than the normal population,
suggesting a scam, while immigration camps that live very humbly are virus free.
But it all keeps the average person under house arrest in awe of the “suffering”.
Many individuals are taking to social media to entertain their friends, just as the elite
hoped, instead of standing up and contending against tyranny. The globalists are
relying on them to distract themselves and others.
The predictable public attitude to being incarcerated is a little
like the proverbial elephant, that has been tied to a sturdy tree
throughout infancy. It struggled and tugged for months, but
realised it was no good. Resigned to life in a metre square, the
owner could now attach the chain to a small 10 cm stake
hammered mere centimetres into the ground with no concerns of rebellion.
Reminiscent of the legend of Nero fiddling while Rome burned. It
is time to put off your slumber. It is time to stop treating this
interment as a church camp. It is time to stop sitting by the fire
singing song.
It is time to get a picture of a class in lockdown due to an armed terrorist roaming the
school. The children and teachers aren’t giggling and napping. They are awake,
activated in a state of jeopardy. We are in lockdown and a Terrorist elite Technocratic
Dictatorship prowls, at this stage unarmed. If we do nothing, it will be our children
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and children’s children who will face the bullets; as we speak, like the EU, the UN is
getting ready to form an army and take financial tribute from all people on the earth.
Time to get a grip! Excerpt from Global Tyranny -

REGULATION SIX – OFFICIAL SOURSES ONLY
UN/GLOBALIST DESIRED OUTCOMES
One New source, a crafted globalist narrative. The people need
to be kept in Plato’s Cave as cave dwellers. The elite will
entertain with all the news the people need. This has been fairly
successful, due to the strategies formulated by the talking heads
in the “War Room” meet called EVENT 201 held in New York last year. They planned
in advance in October 2019, to have the social media companies helping by deleting
alternative Corona content and news sources where they can. They formulated a
strategy of Flood-zoning or Flood-strategy, which meant Coronavirus dialoguing
continually from EVERY media outlet keeping fear and confusion alive.
Today’s average citizen is
so compliant. When “War
of the Worlds” was first
dramatized over the
radio in 1938. Many
people thought the earth
was really invaded by
outer space aliens. Panic enthused and the authorities needed to bring calm and
reassurance. The Coronavirus is playing out the same way, but this time the
authorisers will play fear against calm. They are relying on the panic and fear to keep
the people compliant and under house arrest.
With this bias to the “official” Fake News, it makes
it harder to stand up and give the truth. The
authorities know in a panicked population the
citizens will do the vilifying of any State opposition.
This shutting down of the world will potentially turn tentative democracies of the West
to a full blown Scientific Technocratic Dictatorship in the space of the time shelter-inplace is completed. In easy terms, we will wake up one morning soon, if the people do
not wake up to the scam, to a Fascist Regime.
The outcome of these six regulations stand independently yet weave together to cover
any loophole allowing an individual to escape from the heavy hand of the State.
There is time if we act fast to change many of the outcomes if we will deem freedom
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sacred. Our democratic rights and freedoms are shrinking. The police across the West
and Europe now have the right to drag anyone off the street under the guise of having
the virus; a NAZI tactic. This law will not be undone after this “pandemic”, making the
law ripe for abuse in the right season. Anyone who speaks out against the government
can be taken and never seen again.
‘When the Nazis came for the communists,
I remained silent; I was not a communist.
When they locked up the social democrats,
I remained silent; I was not a social democrat.
When they came for the trade unionists,
I did not speak out; I was not a trade unionist.
When they came for the Jews, I remained silent; I wasn't a Jew.
When they came for me, there was no one left to speak out.’
Friedrich Gustav Emil Martin Niemöller (1892-1984), Protestant Pastor during
Nazi regime, author, speaker. Excerpt from a speech

Just look at the secrecy in the child and family courts around the
West today, that are controlled by paedophiles. (right) UN UNICEF
founder and UN advisor arrested for child rape in Nepal 2018.
In New Zealand, the government have given the police the right to enter a home
without a search warrant, not for suspected Corona cases, but to see how many people
are gathering. It looks as if they are very scared of a peaceful uprising from the people;
but an uprising is exactly what is needed to save New Zealander’s way of life. If this
law stays in place, the police will be able to raid home any time of the day or night.
The New Zealand police arrived at home, 3am in the morning, demanding guns from
lawful owners, before the gun reforms were even past after the False-flag Christchurch
shooting that left many dead. This was clearly unconstitutional, but the NZ socialist
government did it anyway.
Death certificates now state, “death by Coronavirus”, if the patient was thought to have
the virus, even though the patient died of their primary medical condition exacerbated
by the virus. This is a dangerous situation to be in for none have died of the virus, but
rather with the virus. No autopsies have been carried out. No one will notice if socalled dissidents are taken, murdered and then reported they died in custody – death
by Coronavirus. No autopsy needed. “Democratic” covert murder.
You do not think a violent uprising will happen? What will happen when people run
out of money? A freelance Journalist in the UK has lost his career, probably never to
get it back. His wife, a teacher is now out of work and the bank that holds their
mortgage has refused to give them a “Mortgage holiday”. This is one story among
millions of others. There are going to be millions unemployed by this unnecessary
isolation requirement. Anarchy will reign, then more draconian laws will be the
bandage.
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You think the government will allow us out of our homes soon?
Already the governments are saying, these restraints are not enough while they ramp
up the bad news. The bad news smacks in the face of the public seeing no contrary
alarming behaviour, just people getting to and fro as they need to. Some countries are
bringing in armed military to support the police. If you want to get a hint of what could
happen, go online and look at the YouTubes of the unarmed Catalonian people being
beaten up by Spanish troops for holding elections for independence from Spain and
the EU in 2017. Or check out the
unarmed French Yellow Vests
demonstrators being beaten up,
fired at and sprayed with
chemicals, (right) Statistics 2018.
It sounds frightening. It is fear
that the government is hoping will
stay the public’s hand. We are
being manipulated.
If citizens all walked out of their homes and got about their business in a careful
considerate way, leaving the vulnerable in supported isolation, businesses will survive
and the country will be buffered against a global recession, and tyranny will be pushed
back. The government is more afraid of the people, than the people are of them. Civil
disobedience has worked in the past.
In China, the people are singing aloud the song from Les Misérables, Do You Hear The
People Sing? Singing a song of angry men? It is the music of the people who will not
be slaves again! France’ Yellow Vests know too well the hand of tyranny; they have
had multiple revolutions. Italians are burning the EU flag, having been abandoned.
‘…in Victorian days… Disraeli said “The world is for the few; and the very few”
Therefore, I have been in harmony all my life, with the tides that flow on both
sides of the Atlantic, against privilege and monopoly and I have steered
confidently towards the Gettysburg ideal of government – of the people, by the
people, for the people. I owe my advancements entirely to the House of
Commons who’s servant I am. In my country and in yours, public men
are proud to be public servants of the State and would be ashamed
to be its masters…’
Sir Winston Churchill, Prime Minister of Great Britain, address to US congress
December 26, 1941

We can put our head in the sand instead of doing that which could be handled
peacefully now, or we leave it to our children and grandchildren after they are weary
of Socialist Tyranny, to do it the Venezuelan way. Doing nothing, the globe will go into
at best a global financial recession and at worst a deep financial depression to come
out the other end unrecognisable with great loss of life.
Here is a basic strategy suggested by Kevin Galalea, a lecturer and Covert
Depopulation Expert, who sees the world’s nations and its peoples in Freefall. He urges
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the people to challenge the government before we hit the hard rock. Falling we are, but
it is up to the people to call the government out, so we fall on something soft.
Galalea says the people should, tell their government in no certain terms in large
numbers, that the government need to tell the truth and reveal their intentions
regarding the ridiculous rules and the destruction of people’s businesses and
livelihoods. The people should tell their government that they are going to go about
their lives as usual and are going to ignore the entire tyrannical plan. This will mean
all their plans will be crushed and will not succeed. To move forward the government
will need to stop manipulating the public and start to collaborate with them, the voters.
The United Nations have projected that 2050 will be the date when the world will be
sufficiently depopulated, with communication, trade and finance under their control.
We the People can say good-bye to our already dwindling freedoms leaving the next
generation to face a fearful tyrannical regime, and we shamed for doing nothing.
It might be worth noting for futurist Christians, who do not care, since they are
expecting to be raptured out of the mess, that they believe a hoax Roman Catholic
doctrine, written as part of the Counter-Reformation in the 1600’s.
A new interpretation was needed to take the “heat” off the Roman Catholic
Church, and specifically off the Pope. A Spanish Jesuit Priest Francisco de Ribera
(1537-1591), one of the Jesuit Loyola’s followers was given the task of creating a false,
new narrative for chapters 17 and 18 of Revelation to fool the Protestants luring them
back to Rome.
Ribera’s 1585 commentary twisted the scriptures, suggesting believers look to the
future for some political figure who would be the antichrist, the 666 Beast of
Revelation. He would make a covenant with the Jews and rule for three-and-a-half
years; certainly, not the Pope nor the Catholicism.
The Reformers of the day saw the scam for what it was and held tightly to God’s
Word as He wrote it and the whole miserable con died an instant death. Ribera’s
commentary was only accepted by Rome, inserted into the Catholic Vulgate Bible.
In 1838, Archbishop William Howley (1766-1848), an English clergyman,
employed Samuel Roffey Maitland (1792-1866), an English historian, as Librarian at
Lambeth Palace, London. Maitland discovered in the archives a copy of the forgotten
Futurist writings of Ribera and for interest and amusement happened to publish the
works.
Ribera’s published Futurist Dispensationalist thesis caught the eye of John
Nelson Darby (1800-1882), a leader of the newly formed Plymouth Closed Brethren
Church in Dublin Ireland. He had formerly been an Anglican, but departed over
doctrinal differences, calling many of his friends heretics, shunning them.
‘Mr Darby is to all intents and purposes a thorough Pope, though under a
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Protestant name. He will never admit that he is in error; and therefore, very
naturally declines to argue with those who controvert the soundness of his
views.’
Charles H. Spurgeon

The Futurist School of Prophecy made its debut into mainstream Protestant
churches with the Scofield Reference Bible being published by the Roman Catholic
Jesuit run Oxford University Press in 1909. Never before, had the Press published a
non-British author, and never before, had they entertained the idea of publishing
anything “religious”. They saw Futurism as a convenient tool to overturn Protestant
Christianity by subjective teaching of scripture while promoting Zionism, and, of
course making a fortune. This time, with great marketing, Protestants folded,
departing from the scriptures, dissecting Daniel Chapter 9 verse 24-27, pulling it out
of context and the rest is history.
Cyrus Ingerson Scofield (1843-1921), was an American theologian, minister, and
writer whose best-selling annotated Bible popularized futurism, dispensationalism
and secret rapture among Protestants.
‘A slur…upon the spiritual understanding of the tens of thousands of
men, mighty in the scriptures, whom God gave as teachers to His people during
all the Christian centuries before dispensational truth [Making Jew and Gentile
two different threads and a secret rapture] (or dispensational error), was
discovered.’
Philip Mauro (1859-1952), an American, Christian, lawyer, author.

John Wycliffe, John Huss, Martin Luther, John Calvin, Hugh Latimer, Nicholas
Ridley, John Knox, John Bunyan, John Foxe, John Wesley, Dr Hudson Taylor, Dr F.
B. Meyer, Charles Finney, Bishop Barnes of the U.S., Jonathan Edwards, Dwight L.
Moody, Dr Grattan Guinness and Charles Spurgeon were all historicists, preaching an
historicist message. The Church of England and all early Protestant movements were
historicists; they were unmoveable holding
fast to the hope written into Genesis and
Revelation. All preached against the
Tyranny of the Papacy. It is the vicious
Black Pope, standing in the shadow of the
benevolent White Pope, who heads the
United Nations and it is the White Pope that
the United Nations formally recognise as
the religious leader of the world.
It is the Pope who claims to own every inch
of the earth’s surface and every human soul that dwells there. It is the Black Pope who
the United Nations does its bidding for and corrupt governments bow down to.
The oppressive government regulations outlined above, and many of the outcomes
have been played out in history before; they were called the Dark Ages because of the
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tyranny and control of people, their thoughts and creativity. The Papacy was in control
during the Dark Ages. The Dark Ages lifted with the Reformation led by Martin Luther.
Countries (Western Countries) that adopted the Protestant Christian interpretation of
scripture became the rich and creative countries of today.
The West prospers because of freedoms, not because it has any more natural resources
than other countries. Catholic Countries are known for the abundance of natural
resource, that could lift the standard of living for the people. That will not happen, as
the plan is to destroy the middle classes in ALL countries.
The UN, and its elite owners always announce their plans, it is called hidden in plain
sight. Look and study the large mural in the United Nations Security Chamber. There,
the mural will tell of what outcomes they are after.
The UN tells governments to think Globally and act locally. It is time for We the People
to take that onboard. Think globally – know the UN is after full control, and act locally
– lobby your MPs, say “no” to the government, refuse to abide by tyrannical law.
Anne Boleyn gave King Henry VIII a book, banned by the Papacy, The Obedience of a
Christian Man, written by William Tyndale in 1528. Tyndale criticized the Pope and
championed for a Christianity that gave men and women direct access to God through
Christ. This book helped Henry VIII realize that kings were answerable to God directly.
Anne ‘besought his Grace most tenderly to read it’, George Wyatt, 17th Century
Clergyman wrote.
Wyatt further penned, how Anne had marked matters ‘worthy of the King’s
knowledge’. Clergymen and historian John Strype (1643-1737), elaborated how the
King was ‘delighted’ with the book, pronouncing, ‘This Book is for me and all Kings to
read.’
‘And in a little Time the King[Henry VIII] by the Help of this virtuous Lady [Anne
Boleyn], by the Means aforesaid, had his Eyes opened to the Truth, to search the
Truth , to advance God’s Religion and Glory, to abhor the Pope’s Doctrine, his
Lies, his Pomp and Pride, to deliver his Subjects out of the Egyptian Darkness,
the Babylonian Bonds, that the Pope had brought him and his Subjects under.
And so contemning the Threats of all the World, the Power of Princes, Rebellions
of his Subjects at Home, and the raging of so many and mighty Potentates
abroad; set forward a Reformation in Religion, beginning with the Triple
Crowned Head at first, and so came down to the Members, Bishops, Abbots,
Priors, and such like.’
John Strype, 1643-1737, Clergyman, Historian
‘The Club of Rome has some very good connections with the Vatican through
Cardinal Koenig of Vienna…Koenig has come to a number of Club of Rome
meetings…He’s talked to the Pope about our work, not population, but on
microchips…and out of this, the Pope himself has proposed a meeting with Pecci
and myself. We have other contacts in the Vatican. There is a man named
Chagas from Brazil, who is chairman of the Pontifical Academy of Science.’
Alexander King, 1982 interview and subsequent printed article, Club of Rome
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Founder Alexander King on Race, Population and the Vatican.

Is it safe to gather? When we look at the WHO statistics, it certainly looks as safe as
any other flu season. Normally we do not know who has the flu unless there are
symptoms. That sounds a fair enough way to treat this one. Normally, if a person has
the flu, they stay at home, those who are worried often have a flu vaccine, by CHOICE,
and stay at home. The same should be for this one flu season. The WHO stats do not
report anything unusual. The government, WHO and the media are putting on a circus
show and have exploited We the People making us jump through hoops. What they
haven’t revealed to us, is that we are about to jump into a fire that will destroy the
fabric our country.
We the People have the power and our government is our servant. It is time to tell the
government what we want in simple, plain and compelling words.
Those who are unaware of the UN eugenics agenda are either what the elite call, “useful
idiots”, shills of the elite or on the truck to the abattoir of Shaw’s eugenic utopia.
‘You must all know half a dozen people at least who are no use in this world; who are more
trouble than they are worth. Just put them there, and say, Sir or Madam, now will you be
kind enough to justify your existence? If you can’t justify your existence; if you’re not pulling
your weight in the social boat; if you’re not producing as much as you consume or perhaps
a little more, then clearly we cannot use the big organisation of our society for the purpose
of keeping you alive, because your life does not benefit us, and it can’t be of very much use to
yourself.’
George Bernard Shaw, elite socialist, the voice of the elites

The elites are interested in the ‘evolution’ of their master race, i.e. themselves as they
evolve into godmen. They are well underway to transform mankind into part human,
part AI.
Ray Kurzweil’s Singularity University (US) a Silicon Valley (building right next door
to GOOGLE) think-tank offers educational programs and a business incubator. The
University focuses on scientific progress and "exponential" technologies and has
chapters all over the globe forging this technology forward. They believe part of man’s
evolution is the means to manipulate it, here on in themselves. They call it Singularity.
‘Singularity is a future period that technological change will be so rapid and its
impact so profound that every aspect of human life – it will be irreversibly
transformed.’
Ray Kurzweil

Here is a bit of globalist trivia. The elites talk about 4 Worlds. They are - The First
World is the West and Europe, the Second World is Russia, The Third World are the
developing countries, and the Fourth World is the UN lead New World Order. I know
which World I want to live in.
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To end on a positive note; at the end of the day, for all the globalist plans for a New
World Order, for all the false flags to crush freedom, there is a higher power at work.
The globalists do not believe in the God of the Bible. More fool them. The God of the
Bible has been in control from the get-go; before the get-go. Anyone with an ear to
hear, an eye to see, a heart to receive cannot deny His staying hand.
I, as with many researchers, have spent hours, day and years observing their devilish
plans are left with the notion, that the elites should have had the world all wrapped up
by now, so deep-seated their wicked plans, so many decades in their secret societies
have they conjured. Yet we will stand, buffeted, but able. This, however, does not mean
complacency, this is not a day to slumber, it is a day to contend earnestly.
A swarm of tiny flies can obliterate the largest pride of lions. If everyone does the little,
s/he can do, together with God, much can be achieved for all mankind, regardless of
colour or creed.
‘Notice that while oppressors have carried out their plan in history, there were
other forces silently at work which in time undermined their plans – as if a
Divine hand were directing the counter plan.’
Charles Carleton Coffin (1823-1896), American journalist, American Civil War
Correspondent, author, politician who opposed slavery.

Charles Carleton Coffin’s words are a comforting reminder of who really rules nations.
Though tyranny win battles and skirmishes, it is the hand of God in the affairs of man,
even in the 21st Century, that carries the day.
Dig deep, do your own research while you are under house arrest and you will see this
Blog is truth. Time to wake up and help yourself.
Visit antoinettejames.com for supporting information to use at your own discretion.
(PDF*) embedded in the text signifies a PDF copy, free to download at
antoinettejames.com
This Blog will soon be on www.antoinettejames.com as a free PDF download. It will
also be loaded on You Tube, username: Hidden in Plain Sight as a podcast so you can
hear it while engaged in other activities, if you do not have time to sit and read.
Facebook: fb.me/wearerevoltingbook is a platform to keep interested parties inform
about the elite’s tactics that mainstream media hides from the public.
Be well, be an adult, be awake.
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